Performative Architectural Morphology
Robotically manufactured biomimetic finger-joined plate structures
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Abstract. Performative Architectural Morphology is a notion derived from the term
Functional Morphology in biology and describes the capacity of an architectural material
system to adapt morphologically to specific internal constraints and external influences and
forces.
The paper presents a research project that investigates the possibilities and limitations
of informing a robotically manufactured finger-joint system with principles derived from
biological plate structures, such as sea urchins and sand dollars. Initially, the material system
and robotic manufacturing advances are being introduced. Consequently, a performative
catalogue is presented, that analyses both the biological system’s basic principles, the
respective translation into a more informed manufacturing logic and the consequent
architectural implications. The paper concludes to show how this biologically informed
material system serves to more specifically respond to a given building environment.
Keywords. Robotic Manufacturing; Biomimetics; Parametric Design; Wood Joints; Plate
Structures.

INTRODUCTION : PERFORMATIVE MORPHOLOGY IN BIOMIMETIC DESIGN
Performative morphology denotes the capacity of a
natural or artificial material system to adjust specifically to system-external and system-internal conditions through morphological differentiation (Hensel
and Menges 2008).
This level of differentiation is emblematic for natural systems, where a high degree of morphological variation, and consequently of functionality, is achieved
with relatively minimal material input (Nachtigall 2004).
In contrast, architectural systems have
long been restricted in their possible geometric

differentiation due to manufacturing constraints. Primarily because of economic factors
of industrialized production, systems with a
large number of similar construction elements
have been given preference. However, digital
fabrication methods allow for the introduction
of a high level of morphological differentiation
in architectural design. Thus the realization of
a biomimetic design approach becomes practically feasible through the application of digital
fabrication methods.
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The aim of the paper is to present a specific research project investigating the relevance of a biomimetic approach to computational architectural
design. In its first part, the applied computational
design and manufacturing tools are introduced.
In the second part the research project, which is
based on robotically manufactured biomimetic finger- joined plate structures is explained in detail.
The results are discussed both in context of their actual architectural design potential and in the larger
context of biomimetic design on the one hand and
computer-aided manufacturing on the other (Fig. 1).
The discipline of biomimetics is aiming at investigating specific biological systems with regards
to its applications and advances in technology
(Nachtigall 2004). Architectural systems require a

high amount of various information sets, not only
focusing on structural characteristics, but also considering aspects of spatial arrangements, lighting
conditions, insulation, etc. Due to this high degree
of complexity, a research methodology was used
that suggests informing previously defined architectural material principles with a variety of principles from biological systems into a so called bioinformed material system.
This process is conducted by developing a
performative catalogue consisting of architectural
requirements that match relevant biological principles. The abstraction and translation of principles from the very different disciplines and their
consolidation into one coherent system is the aim
of the presented design process.
Figure 1
Design methodology. A:
Robotically manufactured
material system with differentiated finger joint geometries;
B: A sea urchin test as a
biological system to research
for biomimetic principles; C:
Performative architectural
morphology as a design tool
combining manufactural,
architectural and biomimetic
principles.

Figure 2
The six-axis industrial robot
in the RoboLab prototyping laboratory at the ICD,
University of Stuttgart.
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DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING TOOLS
A NURBS (non-uniform rational b-spline) based 3D
CAD tool in conjunction with its scripting and generative modeling environments are being utilized to
generate the 3D geometry for the finger joint’s fabrication data as well as the overall plate structure’s
topology. For the initial testing of different fabrication strategies, a combination of a dedicated CAM
solution and a robot kinematic simulation with integrated robot code translation have been used.
For the manufacturing process a parameterized
and automated NC-code generation was developed
in order to connect the generated design solutions
directly with the robotic fabrication process. The
prototyping laboratory is equipped with a six-axis
industrial robot customized with a HSK E-40 collet
chuck type high frequency spindle for milling (Fig. 2).
Figure 3
A: Manual fabrication of dove
tails; B:Tools for machinebased fabrication of dove tails
and finger joints; C: Newly
developed fabrication of
robotically fabricated, threedimensional finger joints.

CASE STUDY: ROBOTICALLY MANUFACTURED FINGER-JOINED PLATE STRUCTURES
Industrial robotic manufacturing systems show
higher degrees of freedom in their range of motion
than common process-specific CNC machines. The
presented research project makes use of the machine’s degrees of freedom and develops a threedimensional finger-joined plate structure system
(Fig. 3). The need for an integration of the potential
applications of this system into a generative computational design procedure raises the question as

to how these possible geometric differentiations
can be used in an operative manner. Biology offers
a multitude of examples how local and global morphological differentiation in plate structures allow
for performance-based adaptations. In order to inform the developed material system with these biological principles a performance catalogue is being
laid out, that enables the designer to transfer variables of the parameterized biomimetic principles
into architectural performance criteria.
Material system: plate structures with differentiated finger joints
Finger joints connect force- and form-fitting elements through multiple interlocking teeth with
a straight or tapered shape. This joint allows for
connections without any additional fastener
and avoids warping effects during dimensional
changes (i.e. swelling or shrinking of wood) of the
structural elements. This method is an ancient and
commonly used corner joint for over 3500 years
(Kirby 1999) and until today certain block houses
are still built with a standardized and automatically manufactured finger joint technique, but it is
mainly used for furniture due to aesthetical qualities. As wood has been one of the most economic
and available building material throughout the
preindustrial era it easily makes advances in production technology visible (Schindler 2007 and
Hoadley 2000).
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However, manual manufacturing (Fig. 3A) as
well as current CNC technology (Fig. 3B) for trimming
and milling machines is limited to producing finger
joints for rectangular plate connections [1], although
connections for beam structures are already highly
evolved in industrial fabrication [2]. The presented
research has developed a way of rapidly yet highly
precisely producing finger-joints for entirely closed
plate connections at varying angles (15°-165°) by
employing a 6-axis industrial robot (Fig. 3B). Through
the close interrelation of computational form generation and robotic manufacturing, joint connection
geometries not only with varying finger joint angles
and miters (Figs. 4A and B), but also connecting
three or more plates along one margin (Fig. 4C), are
feasible and now only limited by the robot kinetics’
range of motion.
The developed integral computational design
and fabrication process enables a high degree of
differentiation within plate structures, but raises the
question as to how the possible geometric differentiations can be used to find plate structure patterns
with a particular performance capacity.
A variety of examples can be found in biology
that show how morphological differentiations on
different hierarchical levels allow for performance
based adjustments. Biomimetics is suggested as a
methodology, to develop the finger-joined plate
structure with regards to a range of performance
criteria. For that purpose, a performance catalogue

is developed that allows the designer for the integration of architectural performance criteria and the parameterized biomimetic principles.
Plate structures: research on biomimetic principles
As stated by Nachtigall (2004) the advantage of
plate structures in comparison to folded structures,
like origami patterns, lies in their topological rule
of joining not more than three plates in one point.
By following this principle no bending forces occur
along the plate’s margins, thus ensuring the system’s stability. As a result, the principles of origami
patterns, such as the ones researched by Buri and
Weinand (2006 and 2008), do not need to be taken
into account. Instead the research on possible plate
arrangements rather needs to be of a much wider
range. To find a performative pattern, biomimetic
principles from biological plate structures were investigated and extracted (Fig. 5).
In the research field of constructional morphology taxa with morphological extremes are specifically relevant as they show fabricational and functional principles more obviously (Seilacher 1979).
Plate structures can be found in cancellous bone,
turtle shells, skulls, and most importantly in echinoids, such as the sea urchin (Fig. 5) and sand dollar (Fig. 1B). The taxonomic class of the Echinoidea
was of particular interest during the research on
plate structures due to the significant and distinct
plate arrangements forming the sea urchin’s rigid
Figure 4
Robotically manufactured finger joints. A: Connecting two
plates at a specific angle with
different thicknesses along
their margin; B: Plate structure prototype with differentiated finger joint geometries;
C: Multi-dimensional connection of finger-joined plates
meeting in one point.
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test, which is composed of fused plates of calcium
carbonate covered by a thin dermis and epidermis
(Barnes 1982). Echinoids have evolved since the
late Ordovician period 450 million years ago [3]
and have since developed performative and robust
plate structure systems by only varying the shape
and size of their plates. For a thorough and accurate
research on the micro and macro scale of the Echinoideas’ plate structures, all superorders and orders
have been considered. However, due to their distinct
shape the main research was focused on the orders
Spatangoida (heart urchin), Echinoida (sea urchin)
and especially on Clypeasteroida (sand dollar). In
contrast to all other echinoids, sand dollars left the
spherical shape of their taxonomic relatives and developed a flat shape with a circular outline. While the
constructional morphology of basic globular echinoid tests can at least partly be described through
structural dome systems, this comparison is more
difficult in irregular echinoids such as the sand dollar. However, through their internal tethering, which
by the same method as the test’s plates have transformed into rigid mineralized, column-like structures, their global shape can still be explained within
a structural model (Seilacher 1979).
As a result, not only the global plate topology,
but also the global and local constructional and functional morphology, as well as the local connection
geometry of the sea urchin, sand dollar and other
biological systems were used to inform the research

on robotically manufactured plate structures based
on a performance catalogue combining architectural, manufacturing and biological principles.
Performance catalogue: biomimetic material
system combining architectural, manufactural
and biological principles
Despite the introduced bottom-up process starting
with manufacturing principles, the performance
catalogue is making use of a biomimetic top-down
process, where predefined architectural and structural principles are set as a starting point in order to
achieve a target-oriented research in biology.
Architectural and structural principles of a performative morphological system include load bearing on a local level between two plates, as well as on
a global level for a group of plates or the whole structure, a local and global principle of the plates’ shape
and arrangement, principles for achieving multilayered structures with higher structural efficiencies,
principles of perforation and light modulation, as
well as principles of drainage and flow regulation.
The catalogue then investigates the stated biological systems in eight different performance criteria:
•• Local plate shape
Biological principles of echinoids and turtle
shells: Skeletal plates develop scale-like outlines in flexible armors and polygonal outlines
in rigid carapaces. However, although most of
the sea urchin’s plates seem to have a hexagonal

Figure 5
A sea urchin’s plate arrangement. A: Schematic top view
of a sea urchin revealing the
global plate arrangement; B:
Close-up photograph of a sea
urchin showing the differently
sized plates.
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••

••

••
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shape, the amount of polygonal corner points is
not determined but underlays another principle. (Seilacher 1979 and Nachtigall 2004).
Architectural translation: The geometry of a single plate is being determined by the local and
global pattern applied to the plate structure.
Local plate arrangement
Biological principle of echinoids: Throughout
the echinoid’s ontogeny its skeletal plates experience bending, but mainly shearing forces.
This is due to the arrangement of a maximum of
three plates in one point. This overall principle
can be found in any natural plate structure and
is essential for building a rigid and stable system, in which only shearing forces appear.
Architectural translation: Following this principle the load transfer is reduced to shear force
along the connection axis, for which the finger
joints are particularly suitable. This principle can
be seen as the only topological constraint during the form finding process.
Local load transfer
Biological principle of echinoids and turtle
shells: Because of the shearing forces, the
plate’s suture joints are forming a finger jointlike shape. This shape proves to be especially
strong against shearing. However, as seen in
Krauss, et al. (2009), its specific shape provides
a certain tolerance in order to absorb possible
movements in the structure.
Architectural translation: Due to their geometry, finger joints acting as a plate connection
in the structure can be very stable and durable.
Manufacturing-based tolerances can be useful
for both an easier assembly procedure and absorbing movements.
Global plate arrangement
Biological principle of echinoids: The global arrangement of the sea urchin’s plate leads to a
five-fold symmetry, which is achieved by only
changing the plate’s size. As seen in the following principles, this differentiation results in specific functionalities.
eCAADe 29 - New Design Concepts and Strategies
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••

••

Architectural translation: Differentiation in the
plate size can be seen as a parameter reacting
to both structural and architectural constraints.
However, the echinoid’s symmetry in its global
plate arrangement can only be seen as a result of its globular shape and is therefore not
directly transferable. Instead, possible plate arrangements, or patterns, could underlie other
geometrical and architectural principles, which
still need to be investigated.
Hierarchical built-up
Biological principle of echinoids: The microscopic hierarchy shows that each skeletal plate
is made of a three-dimensional calcite meshwork termed stereom structure, whose density
defines its stiffness.
Architectural translation: Materials with different densities can be used according to local
structural requirements. Also, using the microscopic hierarchies of wood by adapting the
fibre directions to the plate’s load will help the
material system become more effective.
Voluminous mechanical structure
Biological principle of echinoids: The sand dollar’s plates connect the upper and lower layer of
its plate-skeleton by columns, which are formed
in the skeletal plate’s center. Its stereom structure varies depending on the mechanical forces
appearing inside each column.
Architectural translation: In a voluminous plate
structure system, column-like connections between the lower and upper layer will be structurally very important and might also adapt to
architectural functionalities.
Edge formulation
Biological principle of echinoids and turtle
shells: Skeletal plates become smaller in order
to increase the suture joint surface and thus the
ability to absorb dynamic impact forces.
Architectural translation: This principle can be
adapted by controlling the plate’s sizes through
different parameters reacting to the local curvature and possible impact and wind forces.

••

Figure 6
Possible plate arrangements.
A, B: Plate structure system
from above and below, investigating the possibilities of
permeability and light modulation; C: A different plate
arrangement during the same
analysis.

Permeability
Biological principle of echinoids: The sand dollar’s test is perforated by lunules, which are
formed by an inverted connection of the upper
and lower skeletal layer.
Architectural translation: An inverse connection
between a point of the lower and upper layer
may facilitate performance capacities such as
light modulation and structural strengthening.

Performative morphology: generating contextspecific biomimetic material systems
Based on the analyzed principles and the identification of the related critical parameters and their variable ranges, a spatial plate structure can be derived
through a computational form finding process. Here,
the increasing differentiation of local and global
plate arrangements, joint geometry and plate permeability is driven by the specific performance criteria of the given context.
Although global plate arrangements of echinoids have been analyzed, the developed performative architectural morphology does not transfer the
patterns directly, as its main goal is the integration
and interpretation of all manufacturing, architectural, structural and biomimetic principles. Instead, the
subsequent pattern research needs to incorporate
all the named principles, while also providing architectural qualities and the possibility to experience
the structure in different situations.

Prototypes from the initial fabrication research already showed the structural advantages emerging from
plate structure systems. The possibility of varying plate
angles not only allows for topological and structural
differentiation, but also for gaining effective depth and
thus enabling the system to react to different structural
parameters, such as deformation under self-load.
The computational system is capable of both staying within the design space given by manufacturing
constraints and finding highly specific plate articulations
by mediating the reciprocal relation between different
characteristics of the researched biomimetic principles
and related architectural characteristics. Therefore the
discussed process does not conclude in one fixed plate
arrangement pattern, but rather opens up a variety of
possible plate arrangements, whose diversity is mainly
depending on a geometric research (Fig. 6). Thus, all
possible arrangement patterns have their own specific
morphological space in which they can materialize and
therefore be able to react on system-internal and systemexternal conditions in their own field of responsiveness.

CONCLUSION
The developed integral computational design and
manufacturing process allows investigating different
biological principles in relation to specific architectural characteristics. The performance capacity of the
material system unfolds from the combination, evaluation and weighing of those principles and their parametric variables. Not all biological principles might be
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suitable for combining them with others. Thus, the
set-up of a performance catalogue allows for driving the further development of plate structures with
highly differentiated finger joints, although the question remains as to how far the researched biomimetic
principles’ interpretations can be stretched in correlation to the design intent. It is therefore essential to
question and examine the transferred principle in its
new context as it might not be valid any more.
The considerable broadening of the range of
possible plate structure articulations enabled by robotic manufacturing can then be informed by specific biological principles in order to achieve highly
context specific, location sensitive and performative
architectural morphologies. Following those introduced principles, the plate structure system can act
as a continuous and rigid shell being able to divide,
shape and even enclose spatial arrangements by connecting relatively small plates cut out of sheet material
without any additional fastener. Using the principles
of a double-layered system it is even possible to apply
differentiated openings and include insulation while
benefiting from the tethering’s structural advantages.
Two branches of further research can be indicated
on the base of the discussed case study system. On the
one hand bio-informed material systems can be introduced as an additional area of biomimetic research on a
methodological level. On the other hand this methodology can be investigated especially with regards to architectural design, which responds to a diversity of conditions as opposed to building technology, which deals
with resolving singular issues. Ultimately this might lead
to a higher degree of location-sensitive design.
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